Zero Errors
The Super Smart Assistant
Remove payroll errors from your payroll
process to increase accuracy, satisfaction
and remove risk of overpayment upset
and rework.

Intelligent System

Errors cost time and money!

For every variation (changes in payment, deduction or
costing) Affinity evaluates all the data to find out what
caused this variation to occur. Was it a change to an
employee record, a manual timesheet, an adjustment
for a prior period, etc.

Payroll errors are painful for the employee, the
manager, and the payroll office. They cause lost
time of employees, managers and payroll to make
the corrections. Costly if they are overpayments not
detected or can’t be recovered!
Errors can occur in numerous places, from
incorrect forms, hard to read writing, keying errors,
misinterpretation, incorrect use of systems, etc. They
can be the fault of employees, managers, third parties
and the payroll office.
There is no way of eliminating errors 100% so the
ability to have effective quality control at the end of
the payroll cycle is essential. All errors surface in the
payroll input/output reports. It is up to the ability of
payroll staff to sift through reports that can be over
hundreds of pages to spot the errors, or things that
don’t look right.
There is a mountain of data to check and the time
allocated for checking is usually at the most time
constrained and stressful part of the payroll cycle,
and how do you remember all the regular exceptions.
There simply is not the time to effectively clarify all
irregularities! How can payroll staff be truly effective
with so much to check and so little time!!

An intelligent payroll system that finds errors for you.
One that will analyse the payroll data from the past,
then specifically compares all variations from the last
payroll to the current payroll about to be produced.

Once the reason for the variation is identified it then
looks at prior payrolls to see if it is a regular variation
or an exceptional one. Based on this evaluation it sorts
all the variations based on likelihood that there may
be something wrong or simply a regular variation. The
most suspicious variations are placed at the top of the
list with a clear English description of cause.
This list is presented in real-time on the screen
showing all the variations as to who, where, how much
and why, sorted in order of priority. The manager
reviews, confirms an error, makes a change or two and
at a press of a button the system updates the analysis
almost instantly.
Error free payrolls are now possible with Affinity Zero.
Take the effort and stress out of finding errors, produce
error free payrolls and avoid re-work post payroll by
employing Affinity Zero today.

“Remove payroll
errors – for good!”
Key Features
• Remove Errors
Increase accuracy
to reduce errors,
rework and upset.
• Accuracy
Increased accuracy
provides the business
with ‘Perfect Information’
in which to manage
and monitor people
and their costs.
• Reduced Workload
The system highlights
potential errors for
you to review and stop
the rework, upset and
reconciliations required
to resolve errors.
• Service Quality
Increase service delivery
quality to your people
by providing error free
payrolls.
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